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How many clients does Solix have?

In 15 plus years of administering the Rural Healthcare Program, Solix has educated and assisted 

thousands of healthcare providers in lowering their telecommunication costs. Currently we are 
working with 530 healthcare facilities across 31 states. 

How can I confirm my current service provider is eligible for the 

program?

In our experience, most providers are eligible to participate in this program. If your current provider is not 
eligbile, Solix will guide them throughout the process of completing the required documentation for 
consideration.  

Why do we need Solix to do this, why can’t we do it on our own?

Solix's program management includes assisting healthcare providers get access to the federal Rural 
Healthcare Program. The application process requires many complex forms and is time consuming for 
healthcare providers to allocate dedicated resources. For example, for funding year 2017 the complete end-
to-end process is anticipated to take upwards of 20 months.

Is equipment eligible to be covered through the program?

Equipment is eligible if it is necessary to make broadband service functional. For example, a router may be 

considered as eligible equipment for funding.

How long will it take to get funding? 

With the implementation of filing windows for FY17, Solix began collecting billing documentation from our 
clients in January/February. We then started submitting funding request forms from March – May, and 
we expect they will receive funding for FY17 in the summer/fall of 2018.

Are there any hidden fees?

No. Our fee structure is simple. We charge a small fixed percentage on the total reimbursement we are able 
to secure for your health care facilities. This method ensures a health care provider will only pay us if we 

are able to receive you funding, meaning if we are unable to get your healthcare facility funding, you owe      

nothing. 
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